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School District
UA takes in
$13,613
Columbus
N/A
UA spends
more
Prep
(Community $9,619 more revenue per
Academy
per student. student.
#1 vs #67 (UA)A vs B (UA) School)

StudentStudent
Teacher
Populatio Ratio
n Comps Comps *
UA has 3.87
UA educates fewer
~5300 more students per
students.
teacher.

A vs B

UA parents
make
UA spends
$10,468
$1,028 less
more on avg. per student.

UA takes in
$3,377 more UA educates
revenue per ~1500 more
student.
students.

UA has 2.04
fewer
students per
teacher.

A vs B

UA parents
make
UA spends
$44,752
$762 more
more on avg. per student.

UA takes in
$3,806 more UA educates
revenue per ~3500 more
student.
students.

UA has 0.96
fewer
students per
teacher.

Chagrin Falls
Exempted
Village
#4 vs #67

A vs B

UA parents
make
UA spends
$18,399
$1957 less
more on avg. per student.

Madeira City #5 vs #67

A vs B

Ottawa Hills Local
#6 vs #67

A vs B

UA takes in
$1,647 more
revenue per
student.
UA takes in
UA parents UA spends
$4,195 more
make $2,580 $2,527 more revenue per
more on avg. per student. student.
UA parents
UA takes in
make
UA spends
$3,156 more
$24,466 less $1,681 less revenue per
on avg.
per student. student.

A vs B

UA parents
make
UA spends
$25,387
$8,386 less
more on avg. per student.

UA takes in
$4,549 less UA educates
revenue per ~4,500 more
student.
students.

UA has 2.90
more
students per
teacher.

A vs B

UA parents
make
UA spends
$18,108
$3,688 more
more on avg. per student.

UA takes in
$6,250 more UA educates
revenue per ~2,400 more
student.
students.

UA has 3.26
fewer
students per
teacher.

Solon City

#2 vs #67

Rocky River City
#3 vs #67

Beachwood City
#7 vs #67
BrecksvilleBroadview
Heights City #8 vs #67

UA has 1.14
UA educates fewer
~5,400 more students per
students.
teacher.
UA has 3.01
UA educates fewer
~4,500 more students per
students.
teacher.
UA has 1.56
UA educates more
~5,200 more students per
students.
teacher.

Marion Local #9 vs #67
Indian Hill
Exempted
Village

#10 vs #67

Bay Village City
#11 vs #67

Oakwood City#12 vs #67

A vs B

UA parents
make
$25,496
more on avg.
UA parents
make
$95,570 less
on avg.

Both B

UA parents
make
UA spends
$12,176
$3,089 more
more on avg. per student.

UA takes in
$4,868 more UA educates
revenue per ~3,700 more
student.
students.

UA has 0.55
more
students per
teacher.

Both B

UA parents
make
UA spends
$12,934
$3,260 more
more on avg. per student.

UA takes in
$6,018 more UA educates
revenue per ~4,100 more
student.
students.

UA has 0.42
fewer
students per
teacher.

A vs B

UA takes in
UA spends
$8,845 more
$6,717 more revenue per
per student. student.
UA takes in
UA spends
$439 less
$2,064 less revenue per
per student. student.

New AlbanyPlain Local #19 vs #67

Both B

Olentangy Local
#25 vs #67

Both B

UA parents
make
$13,932
more on avg.
UA parents
make
$88,101 less
on avg.
UA parents
make
$34,026 less
on avg.

Both B

UA parents
make
UA spends
$20,060
$346 less per
more on avg. student.

Both B

UA parents
make
UA spends
$79,534
$5,378 more
more on avg. per student.

Mariemont City
#13 vs #67

Grandview
Heights
Schools

#31 vs #67

Steubenville City
#43 vs #67

Bexley City

#64 vs #67

Both B

Both B

UA takes in
UA spends
$4,283 more
$2,206 more revenue per
per student. student.
UA takes in
UA spends
$5,720 more
$4,194 more revenue per
per student. student.
UA takes in
UA spends
$8,225 more
$3,540 more revenue per
per student. student.

UA educates
~4,000 more
students.

UA has 0.32
fewer
students per
teacher.
UA has 2.80
more
students per
teacher.

UA educates
~5300 more
students.

UA educates
~1,100 more
students.
UA educates
~16,000
fewer
students.

UA has 0.13
more
students per
teacher.
UA has 2.46
fewer
students per
teacher
UA has 3.37
fewer
students per
teacher

UA takes in
$2,920 more UA educates
revenue per ~5,046 more
student.
students.

UA has 2.65
more
students per
teacher

UA takes in
$9,782 more
revenue per
student.
UA takes in
UA parents UA spends
$5,219 more
make $6,343 $301 less per revenue per
more on avg. student.
student.

UA educates
~4,500 more
students.

UA educates
~3,500 more
students.
UA educates
~3,700 more
students.

UA has 0.3
more
students per
teacher.
UA has 0.6
fewer
students per
teacher.

